EMERGENCY INCIDENT IN

- Finland
- Norway
- Russia
- Sweden

TYPE OF MESSAGE:

- Notification/early warning – for information only
- Request of assistance (may be repeated within 15 minutes if no acknowledgement of the request has been received)
- Exercise

AUTHORITY IN CHARGE OF OPERATION:

Authority: 
Telephone: 
Telefax: 
POINT OF CONTACT ON SCENE OF INCIDENT:

Authority:  
Telephone:  
Telefax:  

Received fax date/time:  

PLACE OF INCIDENT:  

(Locality, municipality, province, geographic coordinates in lat. and long.)  

TYPE OF EMERGENCY:  
(One or more of the following alternatives)

- Natural disaster (earthquakes, storms, storm surges, river flooding, avalanches)
- Forest fire
- Major fires, collapsed buildings, etc.
- Industrial calamity (explosion, mining accident, collapsed dam, etc.)
- Sanitary/phytosanitary emergency
- Maritime emergency (SAR, missing persons at sea) NB! IMO/ICAO procedure
- Aeronautical emergency (SAR, missing airplanes/passengers) NB! IMO/ICAO procedure
- SAR on land (missing persons)
- Traffic accident (highway accident, railway accident)
- CBRN-emergency (chemical, biological radiological, nuclear emergency) NB! IAEA procedure
- Medical emergency (mass or medically complex casualties, pandemic, etc.)
- Other emergency (including major military accidents)
**TIME, CHARACTER AND SCALE OF EMERGENCY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time, Character and Scale of Emergency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**TYPE OF RESOURCES NEEDED:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Resources Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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